Interbank Charges and Claims
Handling Processes in ISO 20022
Market Practice Guidelines

Note:
The Payments Market Practice Group (PMPG) is an independent body of payments subject matter
experts from Asia Pacific, EMEA and North America. The mission of the PMPG is to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Take stock of payments market practices across regions
Discuss, explain, and document market practice issues, including possible commercial
impact
Recommend market practices, covering end-to-end transactions
Propose best practice, business responsibilities and rules, message flows, consistent
implementation of ISO messaging standards and exception definitions
Ensure publication of recommended best practices
Recommend payments market practices in response to changing compliance
requirements

The PMPG provides a truly global forum to drive better market practices which, together with correct
use of standards, will help in achieving full STP and improved customer service.
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Introduction
1.1

Background

Financial messaging based on the SWIFT MT standard has been around for over 40 years. Banks and
market infrastructures have optimized the use of these messages for decades. However, heightened
regulatory expectations and customer demand for end to end payment solutions have motivated the
financial service industry to embark on an ambitious multiyear project to replace the proprietary MT
messages and adopt the open standard ISO 20022 protocol.
ISO 20022 is a harmonized set of messaging standards across major financial services domains (Cash,
Securities, Trade, Card and Foreign Exchange) based on a shared data dictionary and business process
model. It has emerged as an enabler of a single, common “language” for global financial
communications that can assist organizations in responding to evolving demands from customers and
regulators. ISO 20022 is at the center of a connected financial ecosystem and the core of banking going
forward.
As the payment and reporting messages, change the PMPG is also analyzing the impact on existing
market practices and business processes. One area that the PMPG identified and requires specific
attention is the handling of interbank charges and claims.
This document will highlight existing practices in the MT world; explore upcoming changes in
communicating charges when using ISO 20022 as well as gaps and how the market can address them.
Readers should also review the Market Practice Guidelines for the Settlement of International
Payment Charges Version 1.0 August 2014. 1
1.2

Why do we have charges and claims between agents?

The initial question that is raised when the topic of charges is mentioned is if they even should exist.
Therefore what we need to explore is if the processing of a payment by an agent creates an obligation
for the debtor or for the debtor agent instructing the payment to compensate the creditor agent for
such a service. In the absence of a specific bilateral or a multi-lateral agreement the answer is yes; as
the sending of a transaction 2 in the SWIFT network is done under the expectation that the request is
being executed and hence an implied contract is being created between the instructing and instructed
party. There are inherent costs associated with cross border payments processing that agents will
charge. In addition to the general costs arising from payments processing (systems costs, liquidity
costs, costs related to regulatory requirements like Sanctions and AML screening), the creditor agent
might be requested by the debtor to perform additional functions such as:
o
o
o

Pay Creditor By Cheque
Hold Cash For Creditor
Phone the Creditor

These services can attract additional charges to the basic processing fee. Deductions from principal
have arisen as means of extracting processing fees by a bank/branch involved in delivery of a
transaction. Another option is to raise a claim to the agent banks that instructed the payment order.
Over time the market created specific charge codes that can be included in the payment order and
allow for flexibility in how these charges are collected:

1
2

https://www.swift.com/file/5391/download?token=cfcHPsah
A transaction can be comprised of multiple instructions or messages as in the MT103/MT202COV scenario.
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•

•
•

OUR: Our Customer charged (UHB 3 Definition: all transaction charges are to be
borne by the ordering customer)
The entity issuing the payment order pays all the expenses, including both theirs and
those of the beneficiary’s bank, as well as any fees that intermediary agents may
charge. This charge code generates claims back to the ordering customer (debtor in
ISO 20022 terminology) or the ordering institution (debtor agent) or one of the
instructing agents.
BEN: Beneficiary (UHB definition: all transaction charges are to be borne by the
beneficiary customer), the recipient of the transfer (creditor in ISO 20022) pays all
the expenses.
SHA: Shared charges (UHB definition: all transaction charges other than the charges
of the financial institution servicing the ordering customer account are borne by the
beneficiary), where each party pays their own expenses, sharing the total cost of the
transaction.

Over time, different market practices have emerged on how to handle interbank charges. In some
communities (e.g. US) not all charge codes allowed in correspondent banking were supported in the
local clearing network. While the OUR charge code can now be sent across FED and CHIPS, the market
has not responded yet with creating a claims market practice amongst US banks and many institutions
are still defaulting to flipping OUR charge codes to BEN/SHA. Elsewhere, 71G has emerged as way to
prepay claims negotiated on a bilateral basis between banks. However, for a majority of claims related
to OUR payments, banks are still leveraging a variety of methods of charging including but not limited
to: structured and unstructured MT191 claims messages; unstructured MT199 and emails with excel
sheets of claims attached. These methods of claims result in a high level of manual work around:
reading the claims message, reconciling the message against systems transaction and paying out the
claim.
1.3

Charges in an ISO 20022 world… and thanks to SWIFT gpi

With the introduction of ISO 20022, the industry has an opportunity to reengineer the current claims
process and move to a newer model. As banks review their ISO 20022 migration plans, they should
use this opportunity to explore whether moving to a prepaid model works for their institution. For
those who cannot migrate to prepaid model, operational efficiencies can still be obtained by moving
the current unstructured claims process into a structured ISO standard. By leveraging the structured
Charges Payment Request ISO message and combining it with the functionality of gpi Case Resolution
and the gpi Tracker, the process can be streamlined and automated. The inherent structure of ISO
messaging will allow for automation of review and reconciliation of claims messages and the inclusion
of gpi UETRs (Unique End-to-end Transaction Reference) will greatly reduce or eliminate the need for
manual review. Eventually leveraging the new SWIFT Transaction Management Platform (TMP) will
allow the claim to go directly to the appropriate agent and provide tracking of claims
payment/responses on the request.
Before diving into more details around this option, it will be prudent to review the current charging
models in more detail.

3

UHB: The SWIFT User Handbook
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2

Current charge models
2.1

Charge Codes

In SWIFT MT messages, charges are communicated in the following fields:
Field 71A specifies the type of charges that are applied to the payment via a three letter code:
•
•
•

BEN: Beneficiary - All transaction charges are to be borne by the beneficiary customer.
OUR: Our customer charged - All transaction charges are to be borne by the ordering
customer.
SHA: Shared charges - All transaction charges other than the charges of the financial
institution servicing the ordering customer account are borne by the beneficiary customer.

Field 71F is used to inform the receiver of the message the currency and amount of charges taken by
preceding banks in the transaction chain. In these cases, the charges have been deducted from the
principal.
To avoid deduction of charges from principal the sender can indicate to the receiver that the full
amount should be credited by using the code word OUR in field 71A 4. For OUR claims two models
exist. Charges can be either pre-paid or claimed (post-paid).
To support pre-paid charges the MT103 supports a field 71G. This field is used to identify the charges
due, which have been prepaid and included in the interbank settlement amount where 71A indicates
an OUR payment.
For post-paid claims, multiple methods are in use today and each method might be used for multiple
claims covering a certain time period:
•
•
•
•

MT191 correctly formatted: typically automated or at least partially automated
MT191 incorrectly formatted: manual processing
MT199: manual processing
Spreadsheet – manual processing

Of course, the receiver of the claim will prefer a structured claims message to a free format one to
support the automated handling of claims.
Usage of these fields is driven by industry practice so let’s look at some examples.
2.2

Post-paid claim: Serial Payment with outbound OUR

In this case the debtor’s bank correspondent is using the OUR code in field 71A and is not using the
field 71G to indicate any pre-paid charges. The creditor’s bank is sending a claim message (e.g. MT191)
to the correspondent or another intermediary to claim charges.

4

In the US the client needs to be subscribed to principal preservation.
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Figure 1: Serial Payment with outbound OUR

Global practice:
Typically, correspondent banks do not claim against the debtor’s bank via a claims message upon
receipt of OUR. Instead, they charge the debtor’s bank for special processing service which:
• includes OUR claims expenses, or;
• debtor’s bank authorizes the debit to their account for the OUR claims amount
Other practices:
For instance, banks in the US will send/pass OUR in 71A (or equivalent field) only if the debtor’s bank
is subscribed for guaranteed OUR service (agreement between Debtor’s Agent and Intermediary) and
the payment is processed as such. Please note that as part of the implementation of ISO 20022 an the
HVPS+ standard Fed and CHIPS will carry the DEBT charge code.
2.3

Post-paid claims - Advice & Cover payment, US Correspondent

As the US payment systems do not support a charge code OUR US Correspondents had to devise an
alternative method to support full principal payments using the direct and cover method.
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Figure 2: Advice (OUR) & Cover payment, US Correspondent Bank

US practice
The flows illustrate payments processed under Guaranteed OUR solution
Typically, US Correspondent Banks do not claim against the debtor’s bank. Instead, they charge them
for special processing service which:
• Includes OUR claims expenses, or;
• debtor’s bank authorizes the debit to their account for the OUR claims amount

2.4

Pre-paid claim: Serial Payment with outbound OUR

In the scenario below the first bank in the chain uses the code word OUR but adds the agreed upon
charges to the settlement amount and indicates the pre-paid charge amount in 71G.
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Figure 3: Serial Payment with outbound OUR and field 71G

In the illustration above, we assume that all banks in the chain have agreed on pre-paid claims among
each other. Currently this scenario is possible, but not common to have all banks on the chain prepaying as pricing among banks vary.
In addition to the end-to-end pre and postpaid scenarios highlighted above also mixed models of preand post-paid claims exist and are illustrated in the appendix.
A challenge today is that postpaid claims are sometimes made in bulk covering multiple months up to
year. This leads to reconciliation issues and manual processes.
Based on the current issue the PMPG would like to propose the following market practice guideline:
MPG1 Time Limit on Claims: Claims should be made to an agent within 30 days after a transaction has
been executed. A valid claim should be paid within 15 business days after receiving the claim. If an
agent requires more time to process the agent should reach out to the claiming agent with a status
update or a request for more information about the claim. Claims received after 6 months should be
considered stale. 5

3

How are charge options being communicated in ISO 20022?
3.1

Charge Codes in ISO 20022

In ISO 20022 payment messages allow the instructing parties to assign this obligation to the debtor
and/or creditor as designated in the Charge Bearer field:
5

Claims should be authenticated and submitted in a structured format thus paper, telex or faxed claims are
strongly discouraged.
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Code Name Definition
• DEBT: Borne By Debtor All transaction charges are to be borne by the debtor.
• CRED: Borne By Creditor All transaction charges are to be borne by the creditor.
• SHAR: Shared In a credit transfer context, means that transaction charges on the sender
side are to be borne by the debtor, transaction charges on the receiver side are to be borne
by the creditor. In a direct debit context, means that transaction charges on the sender side
are to be borne by the creditor, transaction charges on the receiver side are to be borne by
the debtor.
• SLEV: Charges are to be applied following the rules agreed in the service level and/or
scheme.

Charge
Code in MT

Definition

OUR

All transaction charges are to DEBT
be borne by the ordering
customer.

Borne By Debtor: all transaction
charges are to be borne by the
debtor.

BEN

All transaction charges are to CRED
be borne by the beneficiary
customer.

Borne
By
Creditor:
all
transaction charges are to be
borne by the creditor.

SHA

All transaction charges other SHAR
than the charges of the
financial institution servicing
the ordering customer account
are borne by the beneficiary
customer.

Shared In a credit transfer
context, means that transaction
charges on the sender side are
to be borne by the debtor,
transaction charges on the
receiver side are to be borne by
the creditor. In a direct debit
context, means that transaction
charges on the sender side are
to be borne by the creditor,
transaction charges on the
receiver side are to be borne by
the debtor.

SLEV

Charges are to be applied
following the rules agreed in
the service level and/or
scheme.

Does
exist

not

Charge Code in Definition
MX

Claim
Message in
MT

Claim Message
in MX

MT191

camt.106.001.01 The proposed Charges
Payment Request message is
sent by a financial institution to
another financial institution.
It is used to request the
payment of charges, interest
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and/or other expenses which
are previously unknown
to the Receiver.

The creditor expects to receive the originally Instructed Amount from the debtor. In the case of a
CRED charge code the creditor receives only the Interbank Settlement Amount - Charges
Information/Amount(s) 6. In the case the debtor is supposed to pick up the charges, the use of the
DEBT code should provide the full Instructed Amount to the creditor but the debtor will need to pay
Instructed Amount + Charges Information / Amount. If the charges are pre-paid the Interbank
Settlement Amount = Instructed Amount + Charges Information / Amount(s).
3.2

The future use of SLEV in the Charges Information field

The CBPR+ working group has made the recommendation to not support the new charge code SLEV
in the coexistence period. However, some HVPS systems allow SLEV on a bilateral basis. The PMPG
will review the need for SLEV in the future, but recommends the use of an externalised Service Level
code to describe the conditions of the SLEV. This would enable standardised business rules to be
applied from the message content.

3.3

Pre-payment of Charges

In order to pre-pay charges, the Debtor Agent will need to have an agreement in place with the
instructed agent that covers all-downstream charges. The instructed agent in turn will need to have
an agreement in place with the next agent that is used to execute the payment order or pick up any
subsequent claims.
In the event no agreement is in place the OUR or DEBT charge code should be maintained along the
payment chain and a claim should not be made against the initial agent pre-paying the claim but only
against the instructing agent.
From the instructing agent point of view, it only matters that the instructed agent has agreed to take
care of any further charges.
MPG 2: The OUR or DEBT charge code should be maintained along the payment chain.
Interbank Settlement Amount = Instructed Amount + Charges Information / Amount(s).
Each agent in the chain deducts its own charges from the Interbank Settlement Amount and records
the charges taken in the appropriate element of the message as per the below chart:

The charges amount is a sub-element of the Charges Information complex data element. The compete path of
this element is: /Document/FIToFICstmrCdtTrf/CdtTrfTxInf/ChrgsInf/Amt

6
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3.4

Mapping of Charge Codes

Mapping of Charge Codes between MX and MT messages in the SWIFT translator
Instructing Agent sends
MX

SWIFT Translator

Instructed
processes MT

<ChrgBr>DEBT</ChrgBr>

<ChrgBr>DEBT</ChrgBr>
71A:OUR

71A:OUR

No issue as a one to
one mapping exists

<ChrgBr>CRED</ChrgBr>

<ChrgBr>CRED</ChrgBr>
71A:BEN

71A:BEN

No issue as a one to
one mapping exists

<ChrgBr>SHAR</ChrgBr>

<ChrgBr>SHAR</ChrgBr>
71A:SHA

71A:SHA

No issue as a one to
one mapping exists

<ChrgBr>SLEV/ChrgBr>

N/A

N/A

CBPR+
is
recommending
that
SLEV is not used in the
coexistence period.

4

Agent

Comments

How can a claim be communicated in ISO 20022?

If charges cannot be pre-paid the debtor will need to receive the claim via the interbank network. This
will not change with ISO 20022. If the debtor is supposed to pick up all the charges, the claim will have
to be provided to the debtor agent who will then process the charges as per the agreement with the
debtor or if an agreement exists with an intermediary agent then the claim needs to communicated
to that agent Either the charges will be debited from the debtor’s account based on a bilateral
agreement or the debtor agent or intermediary agent has offered to pick up the claim under some
service agreement.
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As an obligation exists this should fall under the Obligation Fulfilment business object in the ISO 20022
business model. Unless the charges are prepaid, the creditor agent will function as the creditor for this
obligation and will need to request the payment of charges from the debtor and the debtor agent
using the proposed Charges Payment Request message (camt.106.001.01) 7. A response message to
the camt.106 is under consideration as well. The following claims process using the new structured
messages can be envisaged:

The following elements are taken from the camt.106to illustrate the claims process 8:
Information
needed
communicate the claim

to

MX Field

What should be in the field?

A set of references that the
receiving bank of the claim can
use to identify the applicable
transaction.

UnderlyingTransaction
<UndrlygTx>

UETR , EndToEndIdentification,
TransactionIdentification

What is this claim for?

Code <Cd>

An element that references an
external code list and provides
flexibility in the type of charges
that can be claimed.

How much is being claimed (value
of the payment that is being
expected)?

Amount <Amt>

Amount that the agent is claiming

Who is the agent that is being
claimed from?

ChargesAccountAgent
<ChrgsAcctAgt>

The creditor agent

7

This message has been proposed by CBPR+.
Please note that this message is still under discussion and once it is finalized, PMPG will comment of the additional
elements.

8
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MPG 3 Generating a Claim: Once available all claims should be generated using the camt.106 message.
Each claim will be for a single transaction that is referenced in the Underlying Transaction element.

5

Observations and Recommendations

Implementation of claims management on the SWIFT Transaction Management Platform One option that the

industry could consider is leveraging the emerging new tools that SWIFT is creating. The
TMPinfrastructure can provide core capabilities to move to a more automated handling of interbank
claims.

The TMP could contain an option to initiate a claim right from the tracker and populate the message
with the required data elements. The initiator of the claim would only need to enter the amount of
the charges and add, if needed, any additional reference number that is required.
The TMP can then deliver the “claim” as a Charges Payment Request message either as an XML
message (camt.106) or via an API to the debtor agent or another agent as indicated in a claims
management profile.
The TMP can contain additional logic such as:
•
•
•

Reject stale claims
Rejects duplicate claims
Ensure the claim is routed to the correct agent

The party receiving the claim has the option to respond via a response message or pay the claim.
It should be explored if the TMP can be the standard for claims handling in the future. Benefits to
leveraging TMP include:
•
•
•
•
•

An audit trail of interactions related to the claims message between banks
A universal Case reference number generated for claim which could be leveraged across
institutions
The ability for TMP to send the claim message directly to the debtor agent/instructing agent
rather than serially through the payments chain
OUR/DEBT claim eligibility based on original transaction sent with OUR/DEBT
Duplicate claim rejection (same bank claiming more than once on the same payment)

Note: Eventually the claim process could lead into the pre-paid model, where agents can use the TMP
to communicate and fees and charges as part of a pre-validation process.
It should be recognized that the industry will need to support two different claims process for charges
during the transition period.
5.1

DEBT definition recommendation

The current definition of the charge code DEBT in the ISO 20022 data dictionary is:
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Borne By Debtor: all transaction charges are to be borne by the debtor.
In most cases the charges are being paid by the debtor agent and it might be good to acknowledge
this in the definition and modify the definition to:
Borne By Debtor or any agent prior to the instructed agent. All transaction charges are to be borne by
the debtor, the debtor agent, or any previous instructing agents.

6

Appendix

Additional charges scenarios in the current MT environment
6.1

Pre and Post-paid claim: Serial Payment with outbound OUR
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6.2

Post-paid claims - Advice & Cover payment, US Correspondent Bank

6.3

Pre and Post-paid claims - Advice & Cover payment, US Correspondent Bank
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6.4

Post-paid claims - Advice & Cover payment, Global 9

If an RMA is in place between the creditor’s bank and the debtor’s bank the claim can be made directly to the
debtor agent.

9
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6.5 Pre and Post-paid claims - Advice & Cover payment, Global
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